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Abstract—Urban planning is crucial to sustainable growth.
In order for the planners to make informed decisions,
data from multiple sources have to be retrieved and cross-
referenced efficiently. We discuss the implementation of a
query engine which accepts natural language as input, using
machine learning and NLP techniques namely word embed-
ding, CNN, rule-based system and NER to produce accurate
output enriched with geographical insights to facilitate the
planning process. The query engine classifies the query into
one of the planning domains, as well as determines the
category, location and the size of buffer. Processed results
are presented on the ePlanner, which is a map service on the
GIS implemented by the Urban Redevelopment Authority
(URA) of Singapore.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Singapore as a city-state is constrained by physical land
space. Urban planners need to balance housing, green
spaces, transportation and industrial land with many other
land uses. Optimising land constraints can be done through
far-sighted and holistic land use planning, leveraging on
multi-faceted data and technologies [1]. The URA of
Singapore has implemented ePlanner, a one-stop advanced
spatio-temporal data analytics and visualisation platform
consists of more than 100 datasets [2]. Very often the plan-
ners are required to overlay information under different
domains in order to form a complete picture which allows
the planning objectives to be achieved, and the ePlanner
provide such capability to facilitate the planning process.
An example of such objective is “Where are the existing
dwelling units within 1km of Punggol MRT station?” To
answer this question, first the planner will have to find out
the existing dwelling units map layer, and draw a 1km
radius buffer centered at Punggol MRT Station.

In view of the work-flow described above, accessing
relevant map layers and navigating to the targeted loca-
tion could be automated by natural language queries for
efficient information retrieval. In this paper we describe
a solution to replace this manual process with a machine
learning powered approach, thus allowing the planners to
focus on the decision making component. This is achieved
by a query engine which accepts planning queries in
the natural language form. The query is then classified
depending on which planning domain it refers to, while

important features including the type of locality mentioned
in the query, size of the buffer and lat-long of the location
are also extracted. Finally, a list of processed results
matched to the query is returned to the user.

A. Natural Language Processing for Urban Planning

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an interdisci-
plinary field which spans across computer science, arti-
ficial intelligence and linguistics [3]. Its goal is to provide
a mean for the intelligent systems to extract meaning
and transform human language into a structured and
machine readable form which will facilitate tasks such as
sentiment analysis, speech recognition, translation, named
entity recognition (NER) and so on [4]–[6]. The main
challenge stems from the fact that while machine language
is structured and precise, human language is ambiguous
in nature. To illustrate this issue in the context of urban
planning, let us consider the following query: “What is
the senior citizen population in Dover Planning area?”
Due to the creative nature of human language, the query
above can be rephrased into the following semantically
similar ones: “What is the number of elderly residing in
Dover planning area?” and “Tell me the number of senior
residents living in Dover planning area.”

There are two main approaches in natural language
understanding, namely rule-based approach (e.g. POS
tagging [7]) and machine learning approach. Rule-based
approaches are difficult to maintain, and fall short of
addressing concerns over extensibility and scalability. A
small set of rules may lead to insufficient representation of
low frequency cases, whereas a conflict resolution strategy
often becomes necessary when more rules were added
to the existing ones. Furthermore, its accuracy is con-
ditioned on correct grammar usage. These shortcomings
are exemplified in our scope where the planners might be
accustomed to using acronyms and certain urban planning
jargon in the queries. As a result, we opted to apply
machine learning methods which allows implicit linguistic
rules to be acquired automatically via statistical inference.
This is enabled by capturing the rich meaning of individual
word numerically by learning its context, a process known
as word embedding. This powerful technique allow us to
translate a linguistic object into a mathematical object, and
enables the application of advanced learning methods such
as deep convolutional neural network (CNN). The machine



learning model continues to improve as the size of the
training data grows, a desired feature for our purpose
which rule-based approach does not offer.

B. Word Embedding

In word embedding, words or certain phrases from the
corpus are mapped to vectors of real numbers. Through
the training process, semantic features are extracted and
encoded in the vector space in a densely manner. This
results to a vector space with meaningful sub-structures, in
the sense that similarities of words are reflected by closer
distance among their corresponding vectors [8].

There are many methods for learning vector space
representation of words, but the current state of the art is
based on examining the word meanings in different dimen-
sions, thereby capturing clustering concepts via distributed
representation of words. One of the popular techniques
based on this method is the Global Vector (GloVe) [9].
It is a global log-bilinear regression model that combines
the advantages of the two major approaches in the lit-
erature, namely the local context window approach and
the global matrix factorization. Vector representation of
words is trained on separate local context windows, while
distributive properties of words is learned from the global
word concurrence matrices. Together these two approaches
capture both short and long range word relations. This
leads to a more optimal representation with interesting
linear substructures, which is illustrated in Fig.1.

Figure 1. A diagram showing country-capital relationship captured by
word embedding. Notice that the clustering of the country word vectors
reflect their actual geographical relationship. Both semantic and syntactic
relations of words can be revealed from arithmetic operation of trained
vectors i.e. vFrance − vParis ≈ vSpain − vMadrid.

In this work, we have used the word vectors pre-trained
on the corpus (Wikipedia 2014 dump and the English
Gigaword Fifth Edition)which contains 6B tokens and
400k vocabularies. It is publicly available at [9].

C. Convolutional Neural Network

Ever since its conception, deep learning models such as
CNN have achieved substantial progress in image analysis,
speech recognition and more recently in NLP [10], [11].
CNN is based on traditional feed-forward neural networks.
The input to the CNN is the location of the pixel and the
value of 3 color channels (RGB). For a small 36 × 36
image, this amounts to 3888 weights to be learned for
each of the input neurons. On top of scalability, it is also
inefficient in the sense that the relationship between two

distant pixels is unlikely to be helpful in recognizing the
image. To tackle this problem, the CNN is constructed in
which the connectivity pattern of the neuron is inspired by
the anatomy of the animal visual cortex. Computationally
this is mimicked by applying a filter continuously along
both dimensions of the image which is small spatially
relative to the image size. At each sliding instance the
filter produces the output of one neuron in the first layer,
known as the convolution layer [12]. The next layer is
the pooling layer, which down-samples the input from
the convolution layer while retaining the most important
features. There are several non-linear functions which im-
plement pooling, the most common being the max pooling.
The pooling layer serves to reduce the computational cost
by eliminating non-maximal parameters and also to avoid
over-fitting.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a standard CNN

In the case of NLP, the inputs to the CNN are the word
embeddings of the corresponding words in the sentence
[13]. By applying a sliding window typically around 3−5
words, the filter is applied to concatenated vectors of
adjacent words. During the training, the CNN automat-
ically learns the optimal values of filters depending on the
objective. The convolutional layer is followed by the max-
pooling layer which introduces translational invariance.
This is justified by the intuition that the relative distance
between the keywords is more important than their exact
locations. Due to the pooling layer, the CNN is less
sensitive to the syntactic structure of the sentence. This
is advantageous as the overall meaning of the sentence
can still be captured even when the grammatical rules
are not followed. It also produces an output of fixed
dimension which can be passed to the same neural network
architecture, regardless of the length of the input query.

II. CONSTRUCTING A QUERY ENGINE FOR URBAN
PLANNING

In this section we describe the training data collection
and model training of the query engine.

A. Data preparation

In the data collection stage, we have worked with the
planners at URA to identify the list of 20 most commonly
queried planning domains - housing, population, land use
type, cycling paths and vehicle ownership to name a few.
Applying machine learning methods to classify a query
into 1 of the possible 20 planning domains will require
large amount of training data. However, there was no
training data available initially as the planners typically
execute the query manually by navigating through the



ePlanner. To solve this issue we have constructed 440
planning queries in full sentence form using the actual
and meta data gathered from the ePlanner. Each planning
domain has around 15−35 planning queries. The variation
in the number of queries in the training set is due to
the fact that some domains possess richer contents, thus
resulting to more standard types of queries which can be
asked. The training set is then verified by domain experts
to ensure that those are indeed valid queries asked in actual
planning scenarios. Even though the training set is still
considered small for such a classification task, previous
works have shown that CNN in conjunction with word
embeddings can alleviate the data insufficiency problem
and archive reasonably high accuracy [11]. Before passing
the queries into CNN, several preprocessing steps are
carried out to enhance the training outcome.

1) Preliminary preprocessing: First the query is trans-
formed into lower case while all punctuations and special
characters are removed. Next the query is subjected to a
spell-checking tool in order to avoid “no match” situation
or potential mismatch between words to the vectors of
misspelled words. This is implemented by an open source
Java spell-checker library known as JOrtho [14].

2) Named Entity Recognition: We have built a dictio-
nary for the acronyms commonly used by the planners,
for example “blk”(block), “avn” (avenue) and “pk”(park).
After the acronyms are detected, NER is carried out to
substitute locality names according to their categorization
in the gazetteer, such as “planning area”, “road name”
and so on. The rationale of carrying out the NER task
is because many location names in Singapore stem from
origins in Malay or Chinese dialects or a mixtures of
both, for example “Tiong Bahru”. The locality names
generally are not important in identifying the planning
domain, and replacing these words with a generic term
greatly facilitates the matching to the word vectors

3) Geographical Information Retrieval: A template-
based approach is used to detect whether a buffer such as
“within x distance units” is presented in the query. For this
purpose alone, it is straightforward to implement a rule-
based system as the phrasing of buffer typically follows a
predictable format. After performing the NER, the latitude
and longitude of the location is also retrieved from the
gazetteer. Both of these information are passed to the GIS
map service to draw a buffer and automatically center the
view at the identified location, thus saving the need for
the user to navigate through the map manually.

B. Model Training

To begin the training of CNN, we substitute each word
in the query with the corresponding word vector (using
the dimension of 1 × 50) from the word embedding
dictionary pre-trained with GloVe. Padding vectors are
added to the start and end of the query to indicate the
boundary. Subsequently, vectors of neighboring words are
concatenated according to the context window with length
of 3 and stride size of 1. Next we apply the filter to the
matrix formed by the concatenated vectors. The resultant

matrix is passed into the hyperbolic tangent activation
function tanh(x) = 2

1+e−2x − 1 to introduce nonlinear
decision boundary. This is followed by the pooling layer,
where the most prominent feature is extracted using the
max pooling operation.

The output of the convolution and pooling layers is a
fixed length query vector which can be passed to two
more layers of fully connected artificial neural network
(with ∼ 102 neurons in each layer) to extract higher
level features. We apply the softmax operation to the final
output vector rf , p = erf∑

erf
to obtained a normalized

vector p. The error function E is then computed by
comparing the normalized output vector to the ground
truth t: E = 1

2

∑20
j=1(pj − tj)

2. The error is back-
propagated in order to update the weights of the ANN and
the filter of the convolutional layer. The training process is
repeated until the maximum error of the training set falls
below a certain threshold (1× 10−7). Typically the model
training takes around 200k epochs to complete.

Figure 3. Convolutional approach to sentence level feature extraction

III. RESULTS

To avoid over-fitting problem which is common in
machine learning methods, we have applied 5-fold cross
validation i.e. under each domain 20% of the queries
were randomly selected to form the testing set to ensure
that each of the domain is properly presented. We have
achieved the best performance of 92%, namely 81 out
of 88 queries in the testing set were correctly classified
based on our dataset of 440 queries. To demonstrate the
capability of our query engine, let us consider the query
presented at the start of the paper “Where are the existing
dwelling units within 1km of Punggol MRT Statio?” Note
that we have deliberately misspelled the word “Station”
to test the spell checking capability. The output is in
the JSON format, so that it can be readily processed by
the API of the ePlanner to return to the planners desired
results. We provide the components of the JSON output
to the sample query in the block diagram below.

The first part of the output describes the detected
planning domain, followed by the breakdown of top three
possible results with their respective likelihoods. Inter-
estingly we observed close relationship between the top
results i.e. dwelling units, land title and eldercare services



Figure 4. Block diagram illustration of query engine output

are all related to the land use. This observation showcases
the ability of CNN and word embedding to capture the
semantic relationship in the natural language.

Moving on to the second part of the flow diagram, we
can see that the template-based approach works well to
capture the buffer mentioned in the query. Meter was set
as the default distance unit, though the QE is also able
to recognize other units in short form such as ’km’. A
buffer of 1000m radius will be drawn around the Punggol
MRT Station so that dwelling units within the radius can
be clearly viewed by the planners.

In the third and final part of the output, the misspelling
in the location keyword is successfully detected. “Punggol
MRT Station” is correctly identified as the name of a
property, and the lat-long of its location is retrieved from
the gazetteer. All three parts of the query engine output
are sent to the API of the GIS map service to (i) load
the correct map layers according to the planning intent,
(ii)pin-point and characterize the location mentioned in
the query and (iii) draw a buffer around it (if any), based
on an input in natural language written by urban planners.

Finally, we show in the figure below how all of these
information are presented on the ePlanner:

Figure 5. A snapshot of ePlanner showing the dwelling units within
1km of Punggol MRT Station.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated the architecture,
construction and capabilities of a query engine designed to
facilitate urban planning process. Using CNN in conjunc-
tion with pre-trained word vectors, satisfactory accuracy is
achieved considering the small set of training data. On top
of classifying the query into one of the planning domains,
we have applied template-based approach and NER to

process additional geographical information associated to
the query. The current query engine is the first step towards
a visionary planning tool which would help the planners
to reveal hidden correlations and provide them with useful
recommendations to discover insights in the data sets.
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